
Mobile masts and their value reducing factors on residential 
property
 

English translation by Christina Steils

Because of recent events and many requests after the 
publication of our most recent video called

Google-Earth visualized measurement of future Swisscom 
antenna location

 

To this topic there are now several studies and court 
decisions (some of which you can download at the end of 
this article). Summarizing it is possible to say, that a 
mobile mast in close vicinity of a property can lead to a 
loss of up to 50% of the property’s value.

 

For example if you can see directly from bedroom, living 
room etc. onto the antenna. The BGH (Federal Supreme 
Court) speaks in its decision on 30th March 2006 (V ZB 
17/06) very openly about the substantial loss of value for residential flats with a mobile mast on the 
building’s roof.

 

A survey of the Ring deutscher Makler (an association of Germany’s estate agents) amongst 600 
members came to the result, that the loss in value can be up to 50%. And even someone who isn’t 
worried about his health might get into trouble, for example if the sweet home isn’t completely paid 
for, yet. Bankers think about asking for additional proof of assets/ collateral. Reduced property values 
means reduced real estate taxes for cities and councils, too. (In the UK stamp duty)

 

Update (20.02.2011 – Thanks for the link by E-Smog-Info.ch)

 

In the question of liability it looks like this as it does in Germany for the land/ property owner; he is 
liable for any dangers that come from/ result from his land/ property. In Switzerland this regulated by 
the following article :679 ZGB. Art. 679 ZGB is the base for a legal claim, whereas Art. 684 ZGB gives 
more details and in general regulates the limits of proprietary duties/ rights.

 

The problem of the loss of value is something not many people are aware of.

 

The Swiss Federal Supreme Court expressed its views clearly in a ruling on 17th August 2007:
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“Mobile masts can cause, that property and flats are more difficult to sell or to be rented and that 
pressure on property price or rental sum can result. Mobile masts that conform with environmental 
requirements can have effects of this sort, (…)”

 

Update (26.02.201 (sic))

Now there is a statement of the council of Bubikon, see link. The alleged compliance to the guidelines, 
we never challenged, we even confirm them in our video. That those so-called guidelines base 
themselves on scientific deception and just save you from being barbequed in minutes you can read up 
on here: http://microondes.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/icnirp-cherry-critics-en.pdf

 

The loss of value of properties, that happens after the installation of antennas and can even go as far as 
making the property unsaleable has nothing to do with “guidelines”, as you can read up in the 
following court rulings and surveys; it stays a fact.

 

For more information please click on the links (most are German language, use 
translate.google.vom or alike service to translate):

- Google-Earth visualized measurement of future Swisscom antenna location (English Version Video)

- TV Bericht: Wertverlust von Immobilien durch Mobilfunkmasten (5 Minuten)

- Entscheidung BGH 2006 (V ZB 17/06) (PDF)

- Ausführliches Gutachten zum Thema, durch Sachverständigen des Bundes Deutscher Grundstück 
Sachverständiger (BDGS) (PDF)

- Schweizer Bundesgericht Urteil vom 17. August 2007 (PDF)

- KTipp von 2006 taxiert den Wertverlust und Mieteinnahmenverlust noch geringer als Heute

Online reports about our video/post:

Bubikernews (18.02.2011)

Bubikernews Antennen-Video: Bisher keine Stellungnahme (24.02.2011)

Bubikernews Antennen-Video: Gemeinde nimmt Stellung (25.02.2011)

Kirchgemeinde Bubikon (19.02.2010) 
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